
How the Airbnb Community is Supporting
Afghan Refugees

Airbnb.org Recently Announced They Will Provide
Temporary Housing to 20,000 Afghan Refugees Around the
World
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Over the past several years, the Airbnb community has opened thousands of doors to

those in need. Airbnb.org -- an independent 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization dedicated

to facilitating temporary stays for people in moments of crisis -- has helped to shelter

those displaced by natural disasters, and offered hundreds of thousands of places to

stay and peace of mind to frontline workers at the height of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Recently, Airbnb.org Host and Member of the Airbnb Host Advisory Board, Susan Bailey,

participated in a nationwide satellite media tour to discuss Airbnb.org and a new initiative

aimed at helping Afghan refugees.

Over the past few weeks, it has become abundantly clear that the displacement and

resettlement of Afghan refugees here in the United States and elsewhere is a significant

humanitarian crisis -- and in the face of this need, the Airbnb community is ready to once

again step up.
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The announcement builds on efforts that have already begun in support of Afghan

refugees at Airbnb and Airbnb.org. Recently, Airbnb.org infused emergency funding and

support to the International Rescue Committee, HIAS and Church World Service to

provide immediate temporary stays for up to 1,000 arriving Afghan refugees. Airbnb.org

also worked with partners to place refugees in safe housing shortly after touching down

in the US.

Airbnb and Airbnb.org also recognize that the situation on the ground is fast evolving.

Airbnb.org will closely collaborate with resettlement agencies and partners to go where

the need goes, and evolve this initiative and our support as necessary. Organizations that

are interested in partnering with Airbnb.org to help resettle Afghan refugees can get in

touch here.

Over the past four years, Airbnb.org and Airbnb have connected approximately 25,000

refugees -- including hundreds participating in the U.S. Special Immigrant Visa Program --

to temporary housing. In addition, earlier this year, Airbnb.org announced the creation of

the $25 million Refugee Fund, to further expand Airbnb.org’s support of refugees and

asylum seekers worldwide.

To learn more about Airbnb.org’s work to open homes to Afghan refugees, go to

airbnb.org/refugees 

 

About Susan Bailey:

Susan Bailey is an Airbnb.org host. Susan and her husband Steve have hosted seven

refugee families from five different countries since 2016. She has been an Airbnb

Superhost since 2013 and is currently a member of Airbnb's Host Advisory Board. She

hosts listings in Denver, CO and Long Beach, CA. In addition to her own listings, Susan

hosts for friends and family throughout Colorado and California. She has had a passion

for hosting guests in need since she began hosting. Susan was a global sales and

marketing executive in the technology industry for thirty three years before launching her

second career as a management consultant and host. Susan enjoys supporting nonprofit

organizations and currently serves as co-chair of the Colorado Ballet Board of Trustees

and as development chair for Operation Warm, based in Chadds Ford, PA. Susan is

married with two children and recently became a grandmother. Nine month old baby

Lucy is the source of immense personal joy for Susan.
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